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Additional Results

Figures 1 - 100 show the results of the scenes of Panoramic Change Detection Dataset. The rows show, from top to bottom, input image pair, ground-truth of change detection, final change detection results, superpixel segmentation results, feature distance between each grid using feature of pool-5 layer, feature distance projected to superpixel segmentation result of each input image, probabilities of the sky and the ground estimated using Geometric Context.
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Figure 1: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 1/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 2: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 2/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 3: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 3/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 4: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 4/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 5: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 5/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 6: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 6/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 7: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 7/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 8: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 8/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 9: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 9/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 10: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 10/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 11: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 11/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 12: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 12/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 13: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 13/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 14: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 14/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 15: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 15/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 16: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 16/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 17: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 17/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 18: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 18/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 19: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 19/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 20: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 20/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 21: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 21/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 22: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 22/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 23: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 23/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 24: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 24/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 25: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 25/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 26: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 26/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 27: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 27/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 28: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 28/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 29: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 29/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 30: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 30/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 31: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 31/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 32: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 32/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
Figure 33: Results of change detection using pool-5 feature of CNN (Frame No. 33/100 in change detection dataset of tsunami)
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